
“Welcome. You have entered the portal…you exist 
only here in this machine.” So a computer-generated 
voice informs us on entering Doireann O‘Malley’s 
New Maps of Hyperspace_Test_01. The virtual reality  
piece is named after Terrence McKenna’s specu-
lative talk at the Berkeley Institute for the Study of 
Consciousness about how psychedelic experience 
might prepare humanity for an imminent species- 
level crisis leading either to radical metamorphosis  —   
or annihilation. 

New Maps imagines a world after climate disaster 
has destroyed biological life. In its place, artificial intel- 
ligence has built a crude simulacrum. Though dire,  
it’s oddly cheerful: candy-colored point clouds swirl 
like confetti and coalesce into a shimmering land- 
scape. For this setting, O‘Malley used a LiDar scanner  
to make a 3-D collage of two actual sites in Berlin. 
The first is a drainage basin near an abandoned 
airport, now home to the non-profit Floating  
University, host to radical cultural and educational 
programs. We see a constellation of make-shift, 
off-shore structures with enclosed scaffolding and 
inflatable elements. The second is the Haus der 

Statistik, a grim modernist complex that housed  
the GDR’s biopolitical data, and, once German 
reunification made them public, the Stasi archives. 
Experimental public programs have used this site 
too, including the Akademie der ZUsammenKUNFT  
(trans. “Future/Get-Together”), whose signage 
looms over the entrance. Inside, amongst racks of  
servers and data storage devices, incubators  
contain beehives. These are scans of “beecoin,”  
a collaboration among programmers, artists,  
biologists, engineers, and, of course, bees. Bee- 
coin tethers colony health to value in blockchain  
currency Ethereum. 

Both sites once held civic functions within a utopian 
vision now in ruins. Both are now home to projects 
typical of a trend in the last two decades in art, archi- 
tecture, and design that answers neoliberalism’s 
endless extraction by combining systems theory 
with bricolage aesthetics and practices that are  
participatory, interventionist, and interdisciplinary  —   
all serving radical politics and restorative ethics. 
One doesn’t approach these works as a viewer; one 
performs within them as a change agent. Similarly, 
O‘Malley’s VR technology in New Maps places the 
viewer inside the piece as an active protagonist. 
The power here lies in seeking to transcend art’s 
traditional representational function and raising the 
stakes to the level of real life. 

But what shall we take from finding such interven- 
tions in this post-apocalyptic setting? Here, they 
shift from recuperation to pure representation  —  and 
become dead metaphors. At the end of the world, 

Prototypes II: The Institute for the Enrichment of Computer 
Aided Post Gendered, 2018, video installation, Sound:  
Armin Lorenz Gerold, 67:14 min,  exhibition view Göteborg 
International Biennial for Contemporary Art, 2019

their presence asks: what good did they do? 
“I made a machine which I hoped one day would 
house your consciousness,” says the voice as we 
enter a chamber of holographic clones representing 
computer pioneer Alan Turing. O‘Malley dedicated 
Prototypes to Turing, better known since the biopic, 
The Imitation Game (2014). Turing’s interest in  
machine consciousness may relate to the early loss  
of his close friend and first love, a relationship 
where he learned he was gay. Turing’s likely suicide 
after prosecution for homosexuality and mandated 
hormone therapy makes him a complex and com-
pelling figure for queer theory. 

In Prototypes, O‘Malley borrows ideas from trans 
theorist Karen Barad. “Virtuality is the ongoing 
thought experiment the world performs on itself.  
[I]ndeed, quantum mechanics tells us that the  
void is an endless exploration of all possible cou-
plings of virtual particles, a scene of ‘wild activi- 
ties.’” Barad sees being as performative and relational.  
The behavior of matter — the indeterminacy of 
whether an entity is a particle or wave — is one  
example of a kind of queer ontological entanglement. 
For Barad, we don’t encounter others; we come into 
being through encounter. 

In New Maps, the “you” of the piece is us — both  
because the work casts us as contemporary sub-
jects who constitute ourselves through relationships 
with technology and because we also become 
Turing. The work’s affective ambivalence  —  as both 
euphoric and melancholic  —  is the emotional corol-
lary of indeterminacy.

O‘Malley’s achievement here is to hold the hope 
of liberation through technology in tension with a 
critique of post-industrial capitalism. Whatever we 
call this new epoch  —  platform or surveillance or 
communicative capitalism  —  we recognize a shift in 
the basic mode of production that, though largely  
invisible, is discernible through its insidious effects 
at the most intimate level: it capitalizes on our 
selves and our relationships. O‘Malley intervenes 
precisely there: this piece does something to us. 
Losses entangle us: a first love, an extinct species, 
our certainty that a future will look back at us, and 
make our actions matter. As Barad puts it, “There 
can never be absolute redemption. Our debt to 
those who are already dead and those who are not 
yet born cannot be disentangled from who we are.”
Some hope remains. The disembodied voice in-
tones: “This is a test. We are programming an  
environment which is testing algorithms, which  
we hope will one day reintroduce life back on earth.”  
Art may not forestall the end of history but might  
let us reboot it. The work crashes with the Windows  
“blue screen of death”  —  the writing on the wall  —   
and begins again.

Courtesy of the author and Light Work. 
Text originally appeared in Contact Sheet 207:  
Light Work Annual 2020
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“Welcome. You have entered the portal…you exist 
only here in this machine.” So a computer-generated 
voice informs us on entering Doireann O‘Malley’s 
New Maps of Hyperspace_Test_01. The virtual reality  
piece is named after Terrence McKenna’s specu-
lative talk at the Berkeley Institute for the Study of 
Consciousness about how psychedelic experience 
might prepare humanity for an imminent species- 
level crisis leading either to radical metamorphosis  —   
or annihilation. 

New Maps imagines a world after climate disaster 
has destroyed biological life. In its place, artificial intel- 
ligence has built a crude simulacrum. Though dire,  
it’s oddly cheerful: candy-colored point clouds swirl 
like confetti and coalesce into a shimmering land- 
scape. For this setting, O‘Malley used a LiDar scanner  
to make a 3-D collage of two actual sites in Berlin. 
The first is a drainage basin near an abandoned 
airport, now home to the non-profit Floating  
University, host to radical cultural and educational 
programs. We see a constellation of make-shift, 
off-shore structures with enclosed scaffolding and 
inflatable elements. The second is the Haus der 

Statistik, a grim modernist complex that housed  
the GDR’s biopolitical data, and, once German 
reunification made them public, the Stasi archives. 
Experimental public programs have used this site 
too, including the Akademie der ZUsammenKUNFT  
(trans. “Future/Get-Together”), whose signage 
looms over the entrance. Inside, amongst racks of  
servers and data storage devices, incubators  
contain beehives. These are scans of “beecoin,”  
a collaboration among programmers, artists,  
biologists, engineers, and, of course, bees. Bee- 
coin tethers colony health to value in blockchain  
currency Ethereum. 

Both sites once held civic functions within a utopian 
vision now in ruins. Both are now home to projects 
typical of a trend in the last two decades in art, archi- 
tecture, and design that answers neoliberalism’s 
endless extraction by combining systems theory 
with bricolage aesthetics and practices that are  
participatory, interventionist, and interdisciplinary  —   
all serving radical politics and restorative ethics. 
One doesn’t approach these works as a viewer; one 
performs within them as a change agent. Similarly, 
O‘Malley’s VR technology in New Maps places the 
viewer inside the piece as an active protagonist. 
The power here lies in seeking to transcend art’s 
traditional representational function and raising the 
stakes to the level of real life. 

But what shall we take from finding such interven- 
tions in this post-apocalyptic setting? Here, they 
shift from recuperation to pure representation  —  and 
become dead metaphors. At the end of the world, 
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their presence asks: what good did they do? 
“I made a machine which I hoped one day would 
house your consciousness,” says the voice as we 
enter a chamber of holographic clones representing 
computer pioneer Alan Turing. O‘Malley dedicated 
Prototypes to Turing, better known since the biopic, 
The Imitation Game (2014). Turing’s interest in  
machine consciousness may relate to the early loss  
of his close friend and first love, a relationship 
where he learned he was gay. Turing’s likely suicide 
after prosecution for homosexuality and mandated 
hormone therapy makes him a complex and com-
pelling figure for queer theory. 

In Prototypes, O‘Malley borrows ideas from trans 
theorist Karen Barad. “Virtuality is the ongoing 
thought experiment the world performs on itself.  
[I]ndeed, quantum mechanics tells us that the  
void is an endless exploration of all possible cou-
plings of virtual particles, a scene of ‘wild activi- 
ties.’” Barad sees being as performative and relational.  
The behavior of matter — the indeterminacy of 
whether an entity is a particle or wave — is one  
example of a kind of queer ontological entanglement. 
For Barad, we don’t encounter others; we come into 
being through encounter. 

In New Maps, the “you” of the piece is us — both  
because the work casts us as contemporary sub-
jects who constitute ourselves through relationships 
with technology and because we also become 
Turing. The work’s affective ambivalence  —  as both 
euphoric and melancholic  —  is the emotional corol-
lary of indeterminacy.

O‘Malley’s achievement here is to hold the hope 
of liberation through technology in tension with a 
critique of post-industrial capitalism. Whatever we 
call this new epoch  —  platform or surveillance or 
communicative capitalism  —  we recognize a shift in 
the basic mode of production that, though largely  
invisible, is discernible through its insidious effects 
at the most intimate level: it capitalizes on our 
selves and our relationships. O‘Malley intervenes 
precisely there: this piece does something to us. 
Losses entangle us: a first love, an extinct species, 
our certainty that a future will look back at us, and 
make our actions matter. As Barad puts it, “There 
can never be absolute redemption. Our debt to 
those who are already dead and those who are not 
yet born cannot be disentangled from who we are.”
Some hope remains. The disembodied voice in-
tones: “This is a test. We are programming an  
environment which is testing algorithms, which  
we hope will one day reintroduce life back on earth.”  
Art may not forestall the end of history but might  
let us reboot it. The work crashes with the Windows  
“blue screen of death”  —  the writing on the wall  —   
and begins again.

Courtesy of the author and Light Work. 
Text originally appeared in Contact Sheet 207:  
Light Work Annual 2020
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airport, now home to the non-profit Floating  
University, host to radical cultural and educational 
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off-shore structures with enclosed scaffolding and 
inflatable elements. The second is the Haus der 
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(trans. “Future/Get-Together”), whose signage 
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contain beehives. These are scans of “beecoin,”  
a collaboration among programmers, artists,  
biologists, engineers, and, of course, bees. Bee- 
coin tethers colony health to value in blockchain  
currency Ethereum. 

Both sites once held civic functions within a utopian 
vision now in ruins. Both are now home to projects 
typical of a trend in the last two decades in art, archi- 
tecture, and design that answers neoliberalism’s 
endless extraction by combining systems theory 
with bricolage aesthetics and practices that are  
participatory, interventionist, and interdisciplinary  —   
all serving radical politics and restorative ethics. 
One doesn’t approach these works as a viewer; one 
performs within them as a change agent. Similarly, 
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traditional representational function and raising the 
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“I made a machine which I hoped one day would 
house your consciousness,” says the voice as we 
enter a chamber of holographic clones representing 
computer pioneer Alan Turing. O‘Malley dedicated 
Prototypes to Turing, better known since the biopic, 
The Imitation Game (2014). Turing’s interest in  
machine consciousness may relate to the early loss  
of his close friend and first love, a relationship 
where he learned he was gay. Turing’s likely suicide 
after prosecution for homosexuality and mandated 
hormone therapy makes him a complex and com-
pelling figure for queer theory. 

In Prototypes, O‘Malley borrows ideas from trans 
theorist Karen Barad. “Virtuality is the ongoing 
thought experiment the world performs on itself.  
[I]ndeed, quantum mechanics tells us that the  
void is an endless exploration of all possible cou-
plings of virtual particles, a scene of ‘wild activi- 
ties.’” Barad sees being as performative and relational.  
The behavior of matter — the indeterminacy of 
whether an entity is a particle or wave — is one  
example of a kind of queer ontological entanglement. 
For Barad, we don’t encounter others; we come into 
being through encounter. 

In New Maps, the “you” of the piece is us — both  
because the work casts us as contemporary sub-
jects who constitute ourselves through relationships 
with technology and because we also become 
Turing. The work’s affective ambivalence  —  as both 
euphoric and melancholic  —  is the emotional corol-
lary of indeterminacy.

O‘Malley’s achievement here is to hold the hope 
of liberation through technology in tension with a 
critique of post-industrial capitalism. Whatever we 
call this new epoch  —  platform or surveillance or 
communicative capitalism  —  we recognize a shift in 
the basic mode of production that, though largely  
invisible, is discernible through its insidious effects 
at the most intimate level: it capitalizes on our 
selves and our relationships. O‘Malley intervenes 
precisely there: this piece does something to us. 
Losses entangle us: a first love, an extinct species, 
our certainty that a future will look back at us, and 
make our actions matter. As Barad puts it, “There 
can never be absolute redemption. Our debt to 
those who are already dead and those who are not 
yet born cannot be disentangled from who we are.”
Some hope remains. The disembodied voice in-
tones: “This is a test. We are programming an  
environment which is testing algorithms, which  
we hope will one day reintroduce life back on earth.”  
Art may not forestall the end of history but might  
let us reboot it. The work crashes with the Windows  
“blue screen of death”  —  the writing on the wall  —   
and begins again.
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“Welcome. You have entered the portal…you exist 
only here in this machine.” So a computer-generated 
voice informs us on entering Doireann O‘Malley’s 
New Maps of Hyperspace_Test_01. The virtual reality  
piece is named after Terrence McKenna’s specu-
lative talk at the Berkeley Institute for the Study of 
Consciousness about how psychedelic experience 
might prepare humanity for an imminent species- 
level crisis leading either to radical metamorphosis  —   
or annihilation. 

New Maps imagines a world after climate disaster 
has destroyed biological life. In its place, artificial intel- 
ligence has built a crude simulacrum. Though dire,  
it’s oddly cheerful: candy-colored point clouds swirl 
like confetti and coalesce into a shimmering land- 
scape. For this setting, O‘Malley used a LiDar scanner  
to make a 3-D collage of two actual sites in Berlin. 
The first is a drainage basin near an abandoned 
airport, now home to the non-profit Floating  
University, host to radical cultural and educational 
programs. We see a constellation of make-shift, 
off-shore structures with enclosed scaffolding and 
inflatable elements. The second is the Haus der 
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contain beehives. These are scans of “beecoin,”  
a collaboration among programmers, artists,  
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coin tethers colony health to value in blockchain  
currency Ethereum. 

Both sites once held civic functions within a utopian 
vision now in ruins. Both are now home to projects 
typical of a trend in the last two decades in art, archi- 
tecture, and design that answers neoliberalism’s 
endless extraction by combining systems theory 
with bricolage aesthetics and practices that are  
participatory, interventionist, and interdisciplinary  —   
all serving radical politics and restorative ethics. 
One doesn’t approach these works as a viewer; one 
performs within them as a change agent. Similarly, 
O‘Malley’s VR technology in New Maps places the 
viewer inside the piece as an active protagonist. 
The power here lies in seeking to transcend art’s 
traditional representational function and raising the 
stakes to the level of real life. 

But what shall we take from finding such interven- 
tions in this post-apocalyptic setting? Here, they 
shift from recuperation to pure representation  —  and 
become dead metaphors. At the end of the world, 
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their presence asks: what good did they do? 
“I made a machine which I hoped one day would 
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enter a chamber of holographic clones representing 
computer pioneer Alan Turing. O‘Malley dedicated 
Prototypes to Turing, better known since the biopic, 
The Imitation Game (2014). Turing’s interest in  
machine consciousness may relate to the early loss  
of his close friend and first love, a relationship 
where he learned he was gay. Turing’s likely suicide 
after prosecution for homosexuality and mandated 
hormone therapy makes him a complex and com-
pelling figure for queer theory. 

In Prototypes, O‘Malley borrows ideas from trans 
theorist Karen Barad. “Virtuality is the ongoing 
thought experiment the world performs on itself.  
[I]ndeed, quantum mechanics tells us that the  
void is an endless exploration of all possible cou-
plings of virtual particles, a scene of ‘wild activi- 
ties.’” Barad sees being as performative and relational.  
The behavior of matter — the indeterminacy of 
whether an entity is a particle or wave — is one  
example of a kind of queer ontological entanglement. 
For Barad, we don’t encounter others; we come into 
being through encounter. 

In New Maps, the “you” of the piece is us — both  
because the work casts us as contemporary sub-
jects who constitute ourselves through relationships 
with technology and because we also become 
Turing. The work’s affective ambivalence  —  as both 
euphoric and melancholic  —  is the emotional corol-
lary of indeterminacy.

O‘Malley’s achievement here is to hold the hope 
of liberation through technology in tension with a 
critique of post-industrial capitalism. Whatever we 
call this new epoch  —  platform or surveillance or 
communicative capitalism  —  we recognize a shift in 
the basic mode of production that, though largely  
invisible, is discernible through its insidious effects 
at the most intimate level: it capitalizes on our 
selves and our relationships. O‘Malley intervenes 
precisely there: this piece does something to us. 
Losses entangle us: a first love, an extinct species, 
our certainty that a future will look back at us, and 
make our actions matter. As Barad puts it, “There 
can never be absolute redemption. Our debt to 
those who are already dead and those who are not 
yet born cannot be disentangled from who we are.”
Some hope remains. The disembodied voice in-
tones: “This is a test. We are programming an  
environment which is testing algorithms, which  
we hope will one day reintroduce life back on earth.”  
Art may not forestall the end of history but might  
let us reboot it. The work crashes with the Windows  
“blue screen of death”  —  the writing on the wall  —   
and begins again.

Courtesy of the author and Light Work. 
Text originally appeared in Contact Sheet 207:  
Light Work Annual 2020

Prototype I: Quantum Leaps in Trans Semiotics through  
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Doireann O‘Malley is an Irish artist living and working in Berlin. 
They received their MFA in 2005 from the University of Ulster, 
GB. They are currently a participant in the Berlin Program for 
Artists and on the Künstlerische Forschung. Berliner Förder-
programm. O‘Malley received the Arts Council of Ireland’s Next 
Generation Artists Award in 2017 and the Berlin Art Prize in 2018.  

Anneka Herre is an artist, art educator, and curator. Her work has 
been shown at Chicago Filmmakers, Nightingale Cinema, the 
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Poster: Doireann O’Malley, New Maps of Hyperspace_Test01, 2020, 
Virtual-Reality-Installation, color, sound, 8–12  min.
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BPA at Gropius Studios: 
Rob Crosse, Bertrand Flanet, 
Doireann O‘Malley 

BPA // Berlin program for artistsBPA // Berlin program for artists was founded 
in 2016 by Angela Bulloch, Simon Denny, and 
Willem de Rooij, facilitating exchange between 
emerging and established Berlin-based artists. 
The mentoring program organizes reciprocal studio 
visits, public lectures, and joint exhibitions. 

BPA at Gropius StudiosBPA at Gropius Studios is a new collaboration 
between the Gropius Bau and BPA // Berlin program 
for artists, which begins in autumn 2020. Running 
up until the end of that year, eleven participating 
artists will use rooms at the Gropius Bau as studios 
and show their work in public presentations. 

BPA at Gropius Studios 
1.Oct–31.Dec 2020

Opening hours 
Fri–Wed 10–19, 
Thu 10–21, Tuesday closed

Gropius Bau 
Niederkirchnerstraße 7 
10963 Berlin

Design: Studio Pandan with Vreni Knoedler and Lena Rossbach; 
Edition of 200; Copy Editor: Manon Revuelta; Editors: Boaz Levin 
and Anna-Lisa Scherfose

Doireann O‘Malley’s work is supported by the Berlin Artistic Research 
Grant Programme/gkfd, The Senate Department for Culture and Europe 
and the The Arts Council of Ireland, Visual Arts Bursary Award 2020
kuenstlerischeforschung.berlin
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